3 Unique Ideas For Your Next Girls’ Weekend Getaway

To be sure, a girls’ weekend getaway that includes comradery, adventure, shopping, or spas is
already successful! But if you’re looking for a unique place to go, here are three ideas for your
next getaway.

1. When You Absolutely, Positively, Must Have Warm and Sunny
If you’ve ever flown with your friends to a warm spot on the planet, but the weather there turns
grey/rainy/cold, then you know the pain: your swimsuit rots in the suitcase, and everyone settles
for looking at the water instead of being in it. Can you say disappointment?
From October to April, if you’d like to avoid risking a weather-related letdown for your next girls’
weekend getaway, how about…Scottsdale, Arizona?
Scottsdale is near Phoenix, which means Desert = Warm + Sunny. They have lots of palm
trees, heated pools, and hot tubs.
Scottsdale is safe, upscale, and unique. It has a myriad of venues your friends would love. Plus,
you’ll be able to wear the summer outfits and swimsuits you brought along!

2. Closer To Home, A Victorian Mansion B&B Getaway
So your friends would rather drive than fly. What about a bed and breakfast experience at a
historic Victorian mansion in Oconomowoc, Wisconsin?
Abounding in antiques and ambience, the Inn at Pine Terrace has breakfast included. Quaint
shops, shorelines, restaurants, and other attractions are nearby. In summer, enjoy their outdoor
heated pool.

3. A Unique Place To Play Nearby When The Weather Is Bad
Sometimes when life gets busy, a venue close to home might get overlooked. Even if you live in
the area, perhaps you’ve never been to the “pfabulous” landmark Pfister Hotel in downtown
Milwaukee.
Is the weather frightful? Your getaway can’t get away too far? You still want it all? If so, try the
Pfister. Built in 1893, they have opulent spaces and modern amenities.
The hospitality is excellent, the food is exquisite. They have a spa, an indoor heated pool, and a
trendy nightclub on the top floor. Best of all, you won’t have to step outside to enjoy any of it.
For fashion history enthusiasts, it is here that your getaway group could actually wear Victorian,
Edwardian, or “Downton Abbey” haute couture without looking out of place! Major photo op,
ladies!
The Pfister is ready for you, whether in jeans or a dress; and yes, they have a weekend
getaway package.
So there you have it, three unique places to try for your next girls’ weekend getaway. Enjoy!
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